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E&E’s process engineering team
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At all E&E facilities, the plant layout of equipment
and workflow is designed for highly efficient
manufacturing and optimum material flow. A central
crane feeds the press lines, and finished goods are
returned down the outer aisles for shipment.
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Our CMM department provides prototype, PPAP,
and production part inspection. We develop
programs and perform capability and R&R studies.
Other features include fixture certification, tooling
verification, and surface and form analysis.
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Assembly units designed
and built at E&E range
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The automotive seat trays
designed and manufactured
by E&E are world class. The
internally mounted release
mechanism allows for a
clean appearance, free of
support struts beneath.
This is a highly-engineered
product that provides higher
strength, yet yields a lower
cost and weight than the
competition.

Our patented release mechanism is an
example of the innovation E&E routinely
provides to our customers. Within this
unique design, merely two lock pins are the
only metal components.
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